
4 Foolproof Ways to Kill a Small Group  
Upon beginning his ministry, Jesus gathers his disciples around him and begins to offer his first teaching. This teaching gives 

us a glimpse into the Lord's example of small group leadership. There are surely, countless aspects of Jesus teaching and 

leadership that can be absorbed from studying the ministry of Christ, but in this resource, you will see four ways in which a 

Chi Alpha life group leader naively breaks down personal Christian discipleship and how to resolve the problem before it 

begins.  

Afterward, you will find four more (practical) instructions about what to avoid and why.  

Matthew 5:1-12 

One day as he saw the crowds gathering, Jesus went up on the mountainside and sat down. His disciples gathered 
around him, 

2 
and he began to teach them. 

3 
“God blesses those who are poor and realize their need for him,  

    for the Kingdom of Heaven is theirs. 
4 

God blesses those who mourn, 
    for they will be comforted. 
5 

God blesses those who are humble, 
    for they will inherit the whole earth. 
6 

God blesses those who hunger and thirst for justice,  
    for they will be satisfied. 
7 

God blesses those who are merciful, 
    for they will be shown mercy. 
8 

God blesses those whose hearts are pure, 
    for they will see God. 
9 

God blesses those who work for peace, 
    for they will be called the children of God. 
10 

God blesses those who are persecuted for doing right, 
    for the Kingdom of Heaven is theirs. 
11 

“God blesses you when people mock you and persecute you and lie about you and say all sorts of evil things against 
you because you are my followers. 

12 
Be happy about it! Be very glad! For a great reward awaits you in heaven. And 

remember, the ancient prophets were persecuted in the same way. 

1. Expect too little from your group. 

Most people believe a life group is a good "church activity". And for a person who believes this, then showing up to 

your group is the end goal. For your group to be healthy, you must work to demonstrate to them that the Christian 

faith is much bigger than attendance.  

If you fail to communicate your expectations (in a gathering, or in one on ones) then those you lead will operate on 

their low expectations of your group, and ultimately their relationship with you. If a new student doesn't believe this 

group will be relationally and spiritually rich, then they will not participate in the journey of Christian maturity that 

you desire for them.  

Most students expect that you will ask them to attend regularly, to serve the ministry in some capacity,  and in some 

cases give financially. But most do not join campus ministry or your life group expected, much less hoping to be 

"sharpened as Iron" (Proverbs 27:17). They don't begin welcoming spiritual conviction, personal discipline, and 

relational transparency. For most of us, these things are naturally uncomfortable, but they are the building blocks of 

true Christian maturity--the essentials to discover the true nature of Jesus.  

Personal Inventory:  

- Am I willing to be sharpened? Am I willing to embrace the conviction presented by the Holy Spirit? 

- Do I prefer to be held to low standards instead of high ones? And by doing so, am I declining to receive what 

God wants to give me?  

- Am I willing to yield to all that the Holy Spirit asks? What is the hardest thing for me to give to Him?  

What you need to do:  



- Don't evaluate the health of your group by its attendance. Attendance is always misleading and it really has no 

intrinsic value. Your people could show up faithfully for a decade yet experience no authentic growth or 

discovery of Jesus. Attendance and even volunteering can be miss-motivated.  

- Instead, evaluate the health of your group by the willingness of your people to yield to the Holy Spirit. And lead 

in a way that causes them to learn how to do so. That means processing forgiveness, discovering identity in 

Jesus, and learning how to repent of sin and selfishness.  

 

2. Yield to those you lead.  

An easy way to get someone to not want to follow you is to ask them how they would like to be lead. Usually this 

happens when a life group leader asks a person in their group, something like "What areas would you like to grow 

in?" Or they will make a comment in a group gathering that will sound similar to "I want all of us to feel like co-

leaders and take equal share of the leadership." Without saying it directly, the leader is really proclaiming their 

inability to effectively live as example worth following. This is like a shepherd asking the sheep where it thinks it 

should go.  

This concept can be illustrated by comparing two different kinds of people. 1) Chauffeur - a person employed to 

follow the direction of a passenger. 2) Sherpa - elite Tibetan mountaineer who serves as a personal guide through 

unknown and dangerous terrain.  

Many life groups die because the leader chooses to be a Chauffeur, yielding his or her leadership to the less 

experienced and less qualified student rather than as a Sherpa, a capable and confidant leader who knows exactly 

what the student needs to do to grow. This doesn't mean you need to carry yourself arrogantly, but it does mean 

you must be certain of God's call for you to lead others.  

Personal Inventory:  

- What conditions do I feel qualify me to lead others? Is my own skills and abilities or is it the grace of God?  

- What do I fear by acting as a Sherpa (or guide) to someone else?  

What you need to do:  

- Don't look to anyone else to validate your authority in someone's life. Instead let God be a voice of affirmation 

to your calling to lead others.  

- Pray to the Lord and ask this question: "Lord, where are you taking this person?" You are a cooperator with the 

Holy Spirit and through your example and leadership, and His instruction, you will be able to effectively lead any 

student who comes to follow you.  

 

3. Dishonor anyone, period.  

 

One of the most essential qualities to any healthy group is trust. Without it, there is no foundation for love. When 

you say yes to the Lord's call to leadership, you are saying yes to unconditionally love the people you lead and to 

teach them how to love each other.  

 

Dishonor in its truest definition is: covering up or drawing attention away from the God designed qualities in 

someone else. This includes complaining, resentful speech, belittling, name-calling, sarcastic remarks, or even a 

neglect to honor when honor is due.  

 

A fast and true way to eliminate trust within a life group is to speak dishonorably about another person., and not just 

the people in your life group, but any person. Perhaps a person of spiritual authority, another student in the 

ministry, a professor, a family member, or someone unknown to anyone in the group. The moment you draw 

attention away from the person God made them to be, you break down trust and transparency among those you 

wish to lead.  



 

Personal Inventory:  

- Is there someone in my life that I have difficulty honoring? Why do I find it difficult to honor them, is there a 

root cause?  

- Is it challenging for me to see others as God designed them, or do I prefer to point out their flaws?  

- Do I feel better about myself when thinking about the flaws in others?  

 

What you need to do:  

- Learn to find honorable ways to speak about people you feel like dishonoring. Go out of your way to find 

qualities worth honoring.  

- Don't allow the people in your group to speak dishonorably. Publicly honor the people they publically dishonor. 

Speak to them privately about a culture of honor in the group.  

 

4. Neglect to empower others. 

Having a healthy life group is more than  just finding a place to contribute for every person. If your group is full of 

people who are growing in their pursuit of Jesus and their love for others, then one sure way to stop them is to not 

make room for them to learn to lead.  

 

In order for a person to embrace the call for spiritual leadership, they need a leader to help them embrace it.  

Perhaps they have never considered themselves capable of impacting the Kingdom of God. Perhaps they feel 

inadequate or broken. It is the responsibility of a student leader to call out the presence of God in their life so that 

they can step into a new kind of relationship with God.  

 

Personal inventory:  

- Who empowered me? Why did they do so? How did I feel when they pushed me forward?  

- Have I been intentional or lazy with empowering others learn to lead?  

 

What you need to do:  

- Ask the Lord to help you see situations and people as He does. Ask Him to help you reposition your thinking of 

those people you lead.  

- Speak to individuals in your group about what you see in them, and what the Lord sees in them. Ask them to 

consider ministering to others in a new and authoritative way, perhaps by reaching out to a student on the 

fringe of community, or simply by inviting them to speak to a topic in group. For instance: "James had a really 

great thought on living sacrificially that we talked about at lunch last week, James could you share about that a 

little tonight?"  

 

 

Practical ways to Kill a group:  

1. Group Messages (for invitation)  

There are a few reasons group messages are a bad idea for a life group.  

First, group messages are impersonal. It communicates that you're mostly interested in their attendance to your 

group and that you don't trust them to participate without a reminder. It's a leadership maneuver that treats them 

like a child who if not reminded will forget their lunchbox before school.  

Secondly, group invitations only create negative response. Why usually happens when sending a message is that one 

person replies with a comment like "I will need to make sure I don't have any more homework." At that moment, 

that responder has created the new expectation for everyone else in the group. Now everyone else in the group 



feels it okay to miss your gathering because of homework. Soon after, another will respond with the same answer, 

and then another, until your group decides for you that it's not going to meet.  

Solution: If you feel it absolutely necessary to remind your group about a gathering, then it's worth the 5-10 minutes 

to message each of them individually, addressing them by name.  

For example: Instead of saying: "Hey everyone, group is at 8 tonight. " 

Send an individual text that says: "Hey Bryan, wanted to let you know that group will be at my place tonight at 8. I'll 

have some pizza there if you haven't had dinner yet. I have a topic in mind that I would love to hear your thoughts 

on."  

2. Imbalance in teaching   

Make sure to have a good balance between teaching and relationship. If you lead your group that is heavy on lecture 

and teaching, then your members will begin to disengage. You don't need to be a Bible scholar to be a good life 

group leader. In fact, you don't even need good communication skills. You just need an approachable group 

discussion about scripture and the Lord.  

You must be careful to not overly downplay the teaching aspects of the group. Some people are naturally relational, 

and if given the freedom, they would always make time for more food, conversation, and adventure. This may be 

beneficial for community within the group, but long term, it will cause your group members to devalue communal 

devotion. The Biblical discussion is the aspect of the group where the greatest discovery and unity are built. A 

healthy group has intention presence of teaching as well as relational connection.  

3. Disconnection from the larger community  

Perhaps the leading killer of life group around the world is a lack of connection to the larger body of believers, in this 

case, the large group of Chi Alpha. If a students in a group is only connected to the five or so people in the life group 

and not at all to the vision, mission and community of the ministry, then those students will begin to withdraw when 

the group becomes "inconvenient".  

Create purposeful opportunities for the students in your group to interconnect with others both in organized 

settings, like services, as well as natural settings like a campout or a movie night. By bringing people together, the 

people you minister to will learn to love each other and therefore discover that ministry is about what they receive 

out of it and more about what they can offer to others.  

4. Lack of Laughter  

It may seem oversimplified, but the truth is that healthy groups possess healthy amounts of laughter. That includes 

inside jokes, spontaneous adventures, and the freedom for quirky personalities to come to life. Laughter is a sign of 

abundant trust and friendship inside the group and it makes lots of room for meaningful and transparent discussion 

to take place.  

 

Some leaders feel the need to create a strong spiritual atmosphere, but it's important to understand that serious 

and spiritual do not mean the same thing. A group of people can be a Jesus pursuing people and still be a people 

who laugh together. Discover the personalities of the people in your group and make room for them to love each 

other and laugh together.  

 

 


